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SESSIONS

Mark Abercromby
Head of Cubewise EDU
Cubewise
Facilitator: TM1 User Conference
Think Tank

New in 2014, the Think Tank will be a
dynamic, live event with industry experts
from the larger TM1 community to be
challenged with a variety of technical
and business problems. See what they
come up with when they deliver their
comprehensive best practice approaches
and pitch their real blueprints for innovative
solutions back to the audience at the
end of Day 2 in Sydney. This exciting new
concept is an important chance to see
how the elite of the TM1 world, true gurus
with a proven track record and history
of pushing the technology and driving
innovation within TM1, solve real TM1
problems in the real world.

Getting the basics right with Active
Forms: The nuts and bolts

Low maintenance month end reporting

DAY 2 | 9:00 - 9:45 Power Users Stream

DAY 2 | 13:15 - 14:00 Power Users Stream

The key to unlocking true power
and flexibility in your reports lies in
understanding a small set of TM1
Worksheet formulas and named
ranges specific to Active Forms. In
this session mark will cover the basic
theory of Active Forms, and explore the
fundamental concepts of Active Form
report development. For those new to
TM1 and Active Forms, or those simply
wanting a refresher on Active Form report
development, this session is not to be
missed.

Any TM1 month end process should be
fully automated, but sometimes this is
not fully achieved due to not knowing
about certain features or how to use them
effectively. In this session Mark will take
you through a mini application build that
shows all of the key tips and trick needed
to make sure your month end reporting /
board pack reporting is fully automated.

David Corbett
Senior Product Manager IBM Cognos TM1
IBM
TM1 now and the exciting road ahead

TM1 add-in for Excel - a look at CAFE and how it will work
with Perspectives

DAY 1 | 9:30 - 10:30 General Session

DAY 1 | 15:25 - 16:10 End User Techniques and Tools Stream

This address from IBM is highly anticipated each year. In 2014
Dave will deliver an informative update on the state of TM1
Product Development. He will address the game-changing
capabilities of the new TM1 SDK and provide a sneak peek into
what is coming – both in the short and medium term. This is an
inside look at the TM1 Roadmap that you do not want to miss.

The TM1 add-in for Excel has taken some strong leaps forward in
recent releases with the new WAN-optimised and disconnectedusage capabilities of CAFE coming together with the traditional
capabilities of Perspectives. In this session, Dave will demo CAFE
and talk about how IBM will be incorporating Perspectives into it in
future releases.

Francisco Castro Santos
Head of Visual Communication
Cubewise

Peter Dailey
Cubewise Retail Analytics Manager
Cubewise

TM1 beautification - modern design techniques
to make your applications look awesome

Better understanding TM1 users and supporting them better

DAY 1 | 11:40 - 12:25 End User Techniques and Tools Stream

DAY 2 | 9:00 - 9:45 Admin and Developers Stream

A new twist on the old favourite, TM1 Beautification. In this
session Cubewise’s professional design expert, Francisco Castro
Santos, will share his insights on modern design techniques and
show you how to apply them in the TM1 world. A practical handson session, you will leave with tons of ideas to take back and use
yourself to make your applications look sleek and modern.

In this session Peter will take you through some of the techniques
(using Pulse for TM1) in which TM1 customers have been able to
achieve much deeper insights into exactly what their users are
doing (which reports or applications they are opening and when
as well as whether they are experiencing performance issues
and what the cause of these may be). However, this is not a Pulse
demo – rather it will show you how capturing this knowledge has
allowed us to begin to understand the patterns of user behaviour
better and how this can in turn help you better support your users
and focus further development of your TM1 system.

Adam Davis
Cubewise Australia

James Downey
Cubewise Australia

Rule-less Rules – creating a rule infrastructure
that allows you to write rules without “writing rules”

How to build a PPT report from TM1 easily using CDM

DAY 2 | 9:45 - 10:30 Admin and Developers Stream

DAY 1 | 14:20 - 15:05 End User Techniques and Tools Stream

In this session, see how the Swiss Apliqo C3 Development
team has developed new, cutting edge approaches to TM1
development – in this case rule writing. In a brand new approach,
see how you can set up reconfigurable rule sets that can be used
and reused for new rules without having to actually write rules in
the traditional way. Even if the solution is not for your organisation,
it is a great thought exercise in TM1 rule writing that any TM1
Developer will take some powerful ideas from.

CDM (Cognos Disclosure Management) offers many benefits to
existing TM1 and Cognos Express customers, the best of which
is the ability to easily report from TM1 within MS PowerPoint. In
this power session, James will show you step-by-step how to put
together a PowerPoint report together from scratch based on
TM1 data.

Dmitry Fomichev
Cubewise Australia
MDX - knowing when and where to use it to best effect

Development best practices you probably don’t use,
but should

DAY 2 | 11:00 - 11:45 Admin and Developers Stream

DAY 1 | 10:50 - 11:35 Admin & Developers: Best Practices and Tools Stream

MDX is a powerful part of TM1 application building, but often
misused, overused or underused as many don’t fully understand
the real possibilities MDX offers. In this session Dmitry will
address all of this by showing real use cases in a live demo. You
will leave this session with a solid understanding and know how to
use MDX better and when to apply the right use cases.

In this session you will see a real life example of modular (Bedrock
philosophy) code / application blocks that can be used for
logging, menus, data archiving, sending emails, downloading files,
maintaining a common folder structure, using global parameters
and global variables and more. You will come away from this
presentation with a wealth of best practice ideas and concepts to
implement immediately.

Torunn Hermansen
Application Manager, Finance Systems
Elkjøp Nordic AS

Steven Janek
Director Treasury & Financial Systems
Department of Human Services

Electronics Retail Planning in Scandinavia at Elkjøp

A new costing model at the Department of Human Services

DAY 1 | 10:50 - 11:35 Strategic Views of TM1 Stream

DAY 1 | 13:30 - 14:20 Strategic Views of TM1 Stream

Elkjøp is a large electronics retailer operating primarily in
Scandinavia. See the application that they have developed
for planning for 400 users across six countries. Learn how the
application has allowed Store Managers to take full responsibility
for their own sales and stock budgets.

This session offers an in-depth demo and look at a new costing
model implemented at the Department of Human Services.
With increasing pressure on the Federal budget, it is critical that
the Department is able to calculate the impact of new policy
proposals with the highest degree of accuracy in a short period
of time. Don’t miss this session to see how the Department has
created a highly efficient model and learn about the process
undertaken to develop it as well as the benefits realised.

Brett Jeney
Business Intelligence and Integration Manager
Stockland

Thomas Jensen
Cubewise Australia

A Pulse case study how do TM1 users really use TM1?

Planning application tips and tricks

DAY 1 | 15:25 - 16:10 Admin & Developers: Best Practices and Tools Stream

DAY 2 | 11:00 - 11:45 Power Users Stream

Stockland – a long-time TM1 customer - recently implemented
the Pulse for TM1 solution to monitor usage of “supported”
centrally-developed reports versus “unsupported” userdeveloped (self-service) reports. The high level of self-service by
business users was astounding and drove Stockland to want to
better understand the reasons why. See what they did and how
they did it in this informative case study presentation.

TM1 has so many ways to provide easy and valuable functionality
to planning application end users. In this session you will see
some examples that are not as well-known and Thomas will share
some tricks about how to get more out of some features you
already know.

Miguel Jesus
Head of Predictive Analytics
Cubewise

Mario Milanovic
Senior Performance Reporting and Budget Accountant
University of Western Sydney

Predictive Analytics in TM1 real life examples from real implementations

Achieving Unified Performance Management
at the University of Western Sydney

DAY 1 | 15:25 - 16:10 Strategic Views of TM1 Stream

DAY 1 | 11:40 - 12:25 Strategic Views of TM1 Stream

In this session Miguel will discuss how SPSS Predictive Analytics
works in conjunction with TM1 to produce astounding business
outcomes. In the last year, SPSS has been seen by an increasing
number of TM1 customers as the “next step in leveraging the
information asset we have in TM1”. Don’t miss this session to see
real examples of what customers have been doing and the results
they have been able to achieve.

The University of Western Sydney has successfully embarked on
an ambitious TM1 agenda that has seen the delivery of a unified
financial application. The core achievement of this application is
their ability to now easily forecast all three financial statements
within TM1. Underpinning this achievement is their sophisticated
‘bottom up’ FTE employee TM1 module, which calculates in
excessive of $390 million per year in employee costs. Find out
how they have achieved this and the benefits it is delivering today.

Rashed Rafiq
National BI Manager
SDS Pathology (a Division of Primary Healthcare)

Tim Ryan
GM, Software
Cubewise

A Primary Healthcare case study - ensuring that your TM1
or Cognos Express Solution is actionable

Enterprise Source Control and Migration with Pulse

DAY 1 | 14:20 - 15:05 Strategic Views of TM1 Stream

DAY 1 | 11:40 - 12:25 Admin & Developers: Best Practices and Tools Stream

In this case study, learn how SDS Pathology has developed
their TM1 and Cognos models to hone in specifically on the
information that needs to be actioned by managers – adding
much more value than just “standard reports” and allowing for
more discrete dissemination of information to comply with internal
security standards. See the application live and find out how
some “outside the box” thinking has allowed for a highly valuable
application at SDS Pathology.

In a world first, see TM1 Enterprise Automated Source Control
and Enterprise Migration techniques as supported by Pulse for
TM1. In this session Tim will go through an in depth demo of how
you can use the detailed object change history (who changed
what and when) as a basis for easily migrating updated packaged
changes from Development to Test to Production environments.
For the first time ever, transparency and governance of the TM1
migration process are easily provided.

David Sauren
Practice Manager
Cubewise

Livia Sirianni
Cubewise Australia

Francisco Castro Santos
Head of Visual Communication
Cubewise

Cool utilities - how to get the most out of the Extend Excel
add-in and some free utilities

iPad reporting on TM1 a new approach

DAY 2 | 14:00 - 14:45 Power Users Stream

DAY 2 | 11:45 - 12:30 Power Users Stream

In this session learn about some great add-on functionality
that you have probably never seen before. For those with the
Cubewise Extend toolbar, you will see new tips and tricks as to
what it can do, plus Cubewise will be providing a couple of free
utilities to TM1 Conference attendees and showing you in this
session how you can use them to make your life back at work a
little easier. You really don’t want to miss this.

In this session Livia and Francisco will explore the relationship
between developer and designer taking you through the latest
Cognos Active Reports best practices so that they are easily
maintained and easily adjusted. Using materials Francisco will
distribute on DAY 1 and showcasing real examples of iPad reports,
these Cubewisers will share the underlying secrets with making
professional and appealing Active Reports.

Daniele Tedesco
CEO
Apliqo
Advanced Financial Planning an application example

Achieving Extreme Unified Performance Management
at Swissbit

DAY 1 | 10:50 - 11:35 End User Techniques and Tools Stream

DAY 1 | 16:15 - 17:00 General Session

See an in-depth example of how integrated financial modelling
can be achieved using TM1. In this presentation will Daniele will
take you on a walk-through of the application design and share
some tips and tricks as to how you can make sure the unification
of P&L, Balance Sheets and Cash Flow are achieved.

Many vendors and consultancies have discussed the end goal
of Performance Management – the true unification of all key
feedback loops across the Organisation Value Chain. But has it
ever been achieved? Yes –at Swissbit, a company in Switzerland, it
has. In this case study you will see the real life application and find
out how true Unified Performance Management has in fact been
achieved.

Guido Tejeda Davila
Product Manager IBM Cognos TM1
IBM
The new TM1 SDK (APIs): what is it and why is it so useful?

A “how-to” sneak peek - write TI using Java in 10.2.2 and
onwards and what it means for you

DAY 1 | 13:30 - 14:15 Admin & Developers: Best Practices and Tools Stream

DAY 2 | 13:15 - 14:00 Admin & Developers Stream

The most exciting new feature of TM1 10.2.2 is the new TM1
SDK (Software Development Kit) that includes easy new ways
to develop TM1 applications using Java and REST. These new
APIs will allow for Turbo Integrator code to be written in Java
and custom web applications to be easily programmed in ways
that were never before available with TM1. Guido heads up the
development of these APIs at IBM and in this session you have
the rare chance to hear about how they work and where IBM is
going with them – not to mention get some better context on
what options they will provide your organisation in terms of TM1
application development going forward.

Following on from Guido’s explanation of the new TM1 SDK, see
how the TM1 SDK will allow for Turbo Integrator processes to
be written in Java and how the TM1 Web API is easier and more
functional than ever. Guido will go into detail of how this can be
done and the opportunities that provides to TM1 Developers and
Administrators going forward.

Lingo Wang
GM, Greater China and Asia
Cubewise
TM1 beautification modern menu navigation tips and tricks

Advanced report building techniques setting up a modern application menu

DAY 1 | 13:30 - 14:15 End User Techniques and Tools Stream

DAY 2 | 9:45 - 10:30 Power Users Stream

See how to transform your existing TM1 Excel / TM1 Web
application with a modern look and feel navigation menu that
allows easy access to all your report templates, cube views,
Contributor applications and External links. And learn some easy
end user tips and tricks along the way.

In this session, Lingo will take you on a deep dive into the menu
system and how it works. Don’t miss this hands-on session where
you will take away some great TM1 Power User tips and tricks that
you can apply to any TM1 model in Excel or TM1 Web.

Mark Weller
GM, UK
Cubewise
The new age of TM1 application development building modern applications with the REST API at KPMG

How to use the new TM1 REST API

DAY 1 | 14:20 - 15:05 Admin & Developers: Best Practices and Tools Stream

DAY 2 | 11:45 - 12:30 Admin & Developers Stream

This session follows on from Guido Tejeda Davila’s introduction to
the new REST API is and how it works. Mark will take you through
real life examples of how it has been used at KPMG and explain
why it provides the backbone of a superior solution to TM1 Web
for certain web application types. See a complete side-by-side
comparison of TM1 Web application development versus Web
Application development based on using REST.

In this presentation Mark will crack open the examples he
introduced in his REST API session and show you how it works in
more technical detail. This is an important opportunity to get a full
understanding of what is involved and, armed with this knowledge,
to better understand how your organisation might be positioned
to take real advantage of the new TM1 REST API.

Paul Williamson
TM1 Technical Lead
Stockland
A technique to backflush production data to test/dev
environments
DAY 2 | 14:00 - 14:45 Admin & Developers Stream

Keeping development & test environments up-to-date is a
task that needs to be performed on a semi regular basis. In
this presentation Paul will demo one approach that is used
in Stockland to streamline the process of backflushing data
quickly and efficiently. You will see how all detailed aspects are
completed to make it easy and allow you, like Stockland, to create
an automated “Prod_copy” environment that is always just one
day behind TM1 production.

